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When Junk Science about Sex Offenders Infects the
Supreme Court The NYT Sounds Off about Karsjens

Excerpt: David Feige, "When Junk Science About
Sex Offenders Infects the Supreme Court." New
York Times Sept. 12, 2017:
So What's Us in the Gladden Case
2
and What Role Will It Fill, and How
"...Karsjens v. Piper examines the cunstituCan You Help?
tinnality of Minnesota's policy of detaining sex
How In Seekinit an Iniunction
2-3
offenders forever - not for what they've dune,
Atainst the Fraudulent State Like
but for what they might do.
Wrestinq on ?lliqator?
"And while the idea of indefinite preventive
Gladden Excerpts Return! Lesser
3-4
Rentrictves, Burden of Proof,&
detention might sound un-American or someAosroaches of Other States
thing out of the film "Minority Report." the
Clinical t3iyonosis: CRA on Steroids
larger problem is that 'civil commitment.' has
Lets NOT Get Physical: Some
5
been justified by assertions about the recidiInconvenient Truths
vism of sex offenders. But those assertions
More Inconvenient Truths: Noted
5-6
turn out to be entirely belied by science.
Export Charles Moser Speaks
"For the past 24 years. Minnesota has deDesistance: Why You May Think
67
You'll Reoffeed - But You Wept.
tained sex offenders released from prison in a
Who ARE the 'True Poychotsatho," 7-9
'therapeutic program' conveniently located on
B What Are They Us to Rinht Now?
the grounds of a prison in Moose Lake. The
The Myth of 'Titters" versus
'peticnts'
are kept in locked cells, transported
Redirected Outlets: Start Here
outside the facility in handcuffs and leg irons,
Don? Kid Yourself: The Outlook for
Life Outside lost Great
and subjected to a regimen that looks, sounds
Leave It to the MN DOC: The Only 9-10
and
smells just like that of the prison it in
Statisticians Who Can Over-Count
adjacent to.
& Under-Count at the Same Time!
Raters of Tsrhaar: Not a Horror
"Out unlike prison, this 'therapeutic' proix
Movie, Just a Man Who Needs to
gram, which aims to teach the patients to
Tame His Desperation for Love
control their sexual impulses and was initially
The Word You Need to Know:
1
designed to lust from two to four years, has no
Confabulation
Random Thsuqhts & a Little Humor 10
fixed end date. Rather, program administrators
for the Road
decide which patients are safe ennugh to reComing Soon:
lease. In the 24 years it has existed, only one
V The Rind Report
'patient' has ever been fully released. There
V MpSOST-3,1 and 3.12: Junk Science
are now about 729 people in the Minnesota Sex
& Guessing
V The Routine & Nooroutine of the Static
Offender Program, some with no adult criminal
-99R: The Good, the Bad, & the Very
record, and others who, despite honing comUgly
I
pleted every single program ever offered at the
The Sham: MSOP 'Treatment
V Forgetting Precedent Specht, kItlsuhip
facility, have remained civilly committed for
& Gaul!
over 20 years.
- And more than can be listed here!
"And when these restrictions have been
Interoretive Comments
challenged in court, judge after ledge has
The vague downward arrows at
justified them based on a Supreme Court docupper-right symbolize the downward
trend in sex-crime recidivism statistrine that allows such restrictions, thanks to
tics. Like the vague and faded state
the 'frightening and high' recidivism rats asof these arrows, those statistics, even
though universally acknowledged,
cribed to sex offenders - a rote the court has
seem Is be only faintly acknowledged
is the minds of decision makers
crucial to our fate. We hope that this
newsletter, in the right hands, will
radically raise consciousness about
that and other critically important
facts. The truth shall make us free.
In the parallel comment is the toet
issue of TLP, I spoke of a roadmap to
the corruption that has built the
empire of profiteering off our incarcerated backs. Hence the theme for the
fundamental explanatory article about
current matters in the sill-breathing
Karsjens case. Just remember the
Roman general who, when surrounded by the enemy, defiantly exclaimed,
'Oum spiro, spem!" His words rallied
his legionnaires, who went on to win
the day.
So, keep hope alive.
There's plenty of good mason to.
':lAs long as I breathe, I have hopel'

pegged 'as high as 80 percent' The problem is
this: The 80 percent recidivism rate is an
entirely invented number.
"A few years ago. Ira ElIman, a legal scholar
affiliated with the Center for the Study of Law
and Society at the University of California,
Berkeley, and the researcher Tarn Ellman set
out to find the source of that 30 percent figure,
and what he found shucked him. As it turns out
the court found that number in a brief signed by
Solicitor General Ted Olson. The brief cited a
Department of Justice Manual, which in turn
offered only use source for the 30 percent
assertion: a Psychology Today article published
in 1988.
"That article was written not by a scientist
but by a treatment provider who claimed to he
able to essentially cure soy offenders through
innovative 'aversive therapies' including electric shocks and pumping ammonia into offenders' noses via nasal csnnulas. The article
offered no backup data, no scientific control
group, and no real way to fact-check any of the
assertions made to promote the author's program.
'Nonetheless, because that 80 percent
figure suited the government lawyers' aim of
cracking down on sec offenders. Solicitor
General Olson cited it, and Justice Anthony
Kennedy , seemingly without fact-checking it,
adopted the figure is a 2902 opinion that Justices William Rehnquist, Antonin Scalia and
Clarence Thomas joined. ...Their decision blew
open the doors to the glut of sex offender
restrictions that followed.
"But in the 30 years since that Psychology
Today article was published, there have been
hundreds of evidence-based, scientific studies
on the question of the recidivism rats for sex
offenders. The results of those studies are
astonishingly consistent: Convicted sea offenders have among the lowest rates of samecrime recidivism of any category of offender.

"Nearly every study - including those by
states as diverse as Alaska, Nebraska, Maine,
New York and California - as well as an extremely broad one by the federal government that
followed every offender released in the United
States for three years, has put the three-year
recidivism rate for convicted sex offenders in
tie low single digits, with the bulk of the results
r.lustering around 3.5 percent. Needless to say,
there is a tremendous difference between claiming that 30 percent of offenders will re-offend
vnd that more than 95 percent of them wont.
And it is in that basic difference that the Sutrema Court's doctrine has done its most lasting
damage.
This profound misrepresentation of social
science has led to extraordinary real-world
harms...
"Indeed, a study by the California Department
of Corrections concluded that 91 percent of sex
offenders returned to California prisons were
returned for technical violations, while only 1.8
percent were returned as a result of having
committed a new sax crime. In short, the entire
scheme of restriction that the Supreme Court
condoned 15 years ago ...has done enormous
violence to a huge number of Americans now
branded forever as sex offenders.
"Now more than ever. Americans should be
able to look to our highest court and expect
decisions that are based on reason and grounded in science rather than fear. The court must
rule wisely and bravely, including being willing to
acknowledge its mistake and finally correct the
record. More than 800.000 Americans have
needlessly suffered humiliation, ostracism,
banishment, re-incarceration and civil commitment thanks to a judicial opinion grounded in an
unsourced. unscientific study. Simple decency
and perhaps more important, intellectual honesty demands better."

Karsjens, Round 2: GG Letter Gives the Road Map.
If you're like most people (myself included),
since the denial of review ("certiorari") of the
Karsjvns case by the United States Supreme
Court ("SCOTUS") on Oct. 2nd, you've probably
concluded that there is nothing le1ft of that
case. Or alternatively, you may hxvo ,lad.the.
notion that the "conditi$hs of call if
portion ("Phase 2") of that case is all that''1bft
of it. Well, its time to straighten things out.
Presumably at the request of Judge Frank,
exchange of letters took place on October
917. Both parties' attorneys in Karsjqns
ro to Judge Frank qtxtIininphat they
trcuit rujng left to be'e

in that case. The letter from Asst, Attorney
General Ikeda was quite simple: it simply suggested that all that remained is to dismiss the
Karsjens case altogether. At most, it only
conceded th'te summary judgment motion'
might be needed to.,discniss the Phas
but it iliedth'att'lfthsu aalnst the Plotntiff was neuxtebta..
The letter from Dan 8istaf
detailed, however. It ticked down
number of claims left intact or at least 'i.
nored, and nut impacted automatically) by the.
8th Circuit Court of Appeals decision that
zturned
by District Csiur

Judge DonovIpark for t aif'srsjvns plaintiffs
in "Phasof t1btcasts;:i"t Moaf surp hi of all, Aticrnap Gustafson
.argued tu.th Dls:nixt CUrl in that letter thot
srrn.ind viable after that
foun...Ph'asnl
ur claims are:
vide treatment in
'tvmlsbbn of th :tCtht, lution's 14th Amendpod of the Minotsuto Constitution:
nia)df'thi right to be free from
id .iut
VP
j id U.S. Constitution's
'BE flta-'CGflSt jtll;

(Continued [rain page 1)
Count 9: Denial of right to be free from
less restrictive alternative confinement in
violation of the U.S. Constitution's 14th
Amendment and of the Minnesota Constitution; and
Count 7: Daniel of right to be free from
inhumane treatment less restrictive alternative confinement in violation of the U.S.
Constitutions 14th Amendment and of the
Minnesota Constitution.
Counts 3, 6. and 7 can be argued to be
capable of being remedied by actions short
of release. However, Count 5 includes a
claim that keeping everyone confined for so
long is itself a farm of punishment, since it
exceeds the requirements of public safety
and for treatment only in a confined environment.
It appears that this particular facet of
Count 5 can be remedied only by setting
most people in MSUP facilities free - at least
in the sense of being placed on provisional
discharge. I stress that this is not a certainty, and that the State will obviously resist
this aspect of Count 5 furiously. Nonetheless, there is room for hope here,
Additionally. Bustafson's letter points to
three counts from Phase 2 that remain to he
decided by the District Court. This means
that they were not ripe to be token to the 6th
Circuit by the State on appeal. Therefore,
they remain in the case, undecided at the
present moment. These three claims are;
Count 6: Denial of religious freedom and
practice in violation of the 1st and 4th
Amendments to the U.S. Constitution;
Count 9; Unreasonable restriction on free
speech and free association in violation of
the 1st Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
and the Minnesota Constitution; and
Count ID: Unreasonable searches 6
seizures in violation of the 4th Amendment to
the U.S. Constitution and the Minnesota
Constitution.
Attorney Gustafson argues that discovery
should be allowed as to each of these claims
(both as to Phases I and 2), partly because
so much time has passed since the original
trial. Ha argues that MSUP is essentially an
ever-moving target, in that its policies and
practices have changed substantially in the
meantime, requiring such discovery now.
Gustafson notes that several of the foregoing claims also are partly based
(alternatively) on the Minnesota Constitution,
something that was not ruled upon before
the appeal, and hence not decided by that
appeal. As to most of these, the Minnesota
state-law approach is to use strict-scrutiny
review. That is helpful. Further, strict scrutiny consideration always applies to First
Ariiendment violations of free speech. Thus,
even under the U.S. Constitution, these
claims were not, and could not, be governed

cal' expert authority can be found on each just drop ma a green mail envelope, giving me
the name and DID # of each person you think
relevant point.
I just cant that document off to the GO would be a good choice, as well as the prison
firm with a cover letter, in which I explained address where each is currently located.
that this document had now morphed into (Multiple nominees arc welcome!)
such a 'master document. In a phone conversation, Attorney David Goodwin of that
firm stated that those attorneys would
drastically pare down that Complaint, for
purposes of its service and filing. I answered that I expected as much, and that all
that detail was really just for the firm's use
in preparing for trial in the Gladden case. I
added that much of that information would
also coma in handy in preparing for the
second trial they are now seeking in the
KarsJefls case (see immediately preceding
article).
In that article in the preceding issue
Please add the approximate amount of
about the status of the 5/sdd,s'fl case. I also
mentioned the fact that a new set of addi- time left until their SRD (if you know it). I will
tional Named Plaintiff candidates will have to take it from there, starting with a latter to
be identified, contacted, and their agreement him/them, explaining the situation and what
we need in this regard. Address your green
solicited to serve in that capacity.
You will recall that the li/adden case mail to ma at Unit I-A, Cell 119-8. Ihnnksl!
complains of the actual commitments them- If you must write to the person in question
selves under the MCCA of 1894, not really first, to get their consent to even just receive
directly about the conditions in MSUP a latter from me an this, please send it out
(except insofar as those conditions as to right away. Send me the list of those you
treatment, etc. show that passage of that think might be good candidates for this
Act was never intended as a means to simply Named Plaintiff role ASAP. Time is now of the
deliver treatment to those committed and essence, so please hurry on this!
then to promptly release them.
Instead, everything about that Act
(including MSDP's sluggish treatment and The Wage Case—
look of any significant number of releases) Wrestling the Alligacollectively show that the Act was always
tor: Trying to Ductintended simply as a surreptitious farm of
natural-life preventive detention, together Tape the Snapping
with an object lesson to serve as a form of Jaws of Dishonest
deterrence to other sex offenders.
All of this means that, in class action Opponents Who
terms, we need Named (Representative) Seek to Persuade a
Plaintiffs who are either in the commitment Judge that Coercing
process right now, or who are likely to he in
that process in the near future. This kind of MSOP PatientNamed Plaintiff can be found almost exclu- Workers to Give Up
sively in the prison system. Therefore, we
Their FLSA Minineed nominees to be potential Named Plaintiffs (along with myself, for continuity) who mum Wage Is OK.
era in prison now and who face at least a
In my lost newsletter. I recounted that the
strong likelihood of being subjected to a
commitment petition at same time within the Fair Labor Standards Act ("FLSA") federal
next two years. Nothing other than their minimum wage claim (Count I) survived a
occasional signature will be required until recent effort by the Defendants in the Wage
trial, when they will be driven to the federal Case to gain dismissal of the whole case. The
court in Minneapolis when needed (day trips, importance of the survival of Count I is that it
offers the clearest chance of success and
not overnight stays).
Finding suitable candidates for this that it is not subject to defenses that the
Named Plaintiff role is vitally important. ether counts were because Count I is not
That's why we need your help on this. If you based on the U.S. Constitution. Since the
know anyone back in prison who you think state-entity Defendants confiscated about a
even just might fit this profile of the kind of half-million dollars of wages in Fiscal Year
candidate we need, and who might be willing 2015, this count was always the biggest claim
to consider taking up this important role, in our lawsuit.

by the Bth Circuit appellate decision.
In all, Attorney Dustafoon's points are
valid and strong. Of course, we will have to
see whether Judge Frank agrees with them.
Nonetheless, this development appears to
breathe new life into what remains of the
Karsjens case. As I said: new roam for hope.

So Again: What's
the Role of the
Gladden Case,
and
What's Going On
in That One?

fr

The role of the £'/sddsfl case remains as
described in the specific article in TLP Issue
I-Il, released last month (The 11/8ddR17Uase
and Gustafson Gluak Ride to the Rescue.').
That article outlined three counts of the
Complaint as original filed in that case.
namely: (I) imposition of a prohibited Bill of
Attainder"; (2) deprivation of substantive
due process; and deprivation of procedural
due process.
In the course of fairly recent research. I
discovered yet another constitutional violation in the enactment and execution of the
MCCTA of 884: denial of equal protection of
the laws (like the foregoing due process
violations, also a violation of the 14th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution).
I previously reported to you that the
length of the Complaint (as comprising a to—
be-proposed Third Amended Complaint) was
than a little short of BUD pages. Partly due
to addition of that fourth count of equal
protection denial, but even more because of
a considerable body of further authorities
supporting many different portions of that
Complaint, its length has new burgeoned to
750 pages.

Lite honestly, such lengths are almost
unheard of when it comes to court complaints. The detail of that document makes it
suitable instead as a 'master document' for
the b'/addqfl case, that is, the go-to location
in which apt legal argument and psychologi-

(Continued on page 3)
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From the Gladden
Case: Of Lesser Restrictive Alternatives,
Burden of Proof, and
Other States

(Continued from page 2)

Recently, the Defendants finally responded to our motion last July for a temporary
restraining order and a preliminary injunction, both aimed at barring the Defendants
from making all applicants for patientworker positions sign an Agreement form
that had them agreeing to accept the amount
of wages offered by the Defendants.
This forced us to reply to that filing by the
Defendants, since their brief was full of
misstatements and exaggerations. That
reply brief was sent to MSDP-SP for signature by our three Co-Plaintiffs dawn there,
and than for service and filing by them. As
you reed this, that mailing should be arriving
at federal court.
Meanwhile, Chief Judge John Tunheim, to
whom our case was assigned, directed both
parties to confer toward agreeing to a pretrial schedule. That conference call was held
on Monday, Nov. 20th. That call resulted in
agreement as to a schedule of discovery and
to a date by which expert witnesses would
have to be named.
The discovery phase of the case will
commence in December and will end next
July. Meanwhile, we will need to name expert
witnesses by next May. Any motion to amend
the pleadings - including adding "collective
plaintiffs." must be filed by this coming
January 20th (see discussion on this below).
Non-dispositive motions must be filed by
next mid-July, and dispesitive motions, i.e.,
summary judgment motion(s), must be filed
by next October. A 'trial-ready date of Jan.
20, 2019, has been agreed to, calling for a
trial of up to 5 days. The trial will be to Chief
Judge Tunheim,
In my last newsletter, I mentioned that
originally, we moved for class action status.
However, that motion was denied. Then I
noted to you that the federal ELSA law allows
a "collective' action, in which the originally
named plaintiffs proceed on behalf of all
willinq employees of the same employer, as
well as on their own behalf. Unlike a class
action, however, those who wish to be included must specifically agree to be represented
in this way and to be bound by the outcome
of the case.
In that earlier newsletter, I discussed the
advantages to you of joining in our case.
Many of you have signed the consent form
that we circulated to allow you to join us.
However, the remainder have not yet done
so. Now, you know and we know that you
don't have the skills or resources to file a
similar case and win it. You would probably
wind up like James Martin (of Harthi r
551151111), losing and creating still more bad
precedent that the rest of us would have to
overcome, So we obviously hope you don't
try that route.

Instead, as with that earlier newsletter, I
attach hereto a consent form that you can
fill out and sign that will serve as your statement to the federal District Court that you
wish to join our case for federal minimum
wage coverage and recovery of back wages
overdue under the ELSA as a 'collective"
plaintiff under the ELSA for that purpose.
I also attach another sheet that we must
also ask you to fill out and to return with the
assent for itself. This is an affidavit identical
to the one attached to the last edition of this
newsletter. It clarifies that, whatever your
physical state, you are capable of doing the
duties of your employment for defendant
State-entities.
If you already signed these forms and
submitted it to any of the individuals below,
you need not sign the attached forms.
(However, in that event, we urge you to
shore those forms with someone you know
who hasn't done so yet.)
We need one of each of those forms from
each person seeking to join us in this lawsuit.
This is important because these defendant
entities have tried to evade the minimum
wage requirement by claiming that MSDP
patient-workers are handicapped in ways
that limit their job performance. This is a
pile. I have seen even guys in wheelchairs
working at jobs that they can handle.
The Defendants are trying to use that
claim of theirs to justify paying all of us far
less than the federal minimum wage. Hence,
we need to negate this lie emphatically. If
for any reason, you feel that you can't sign
that affidavit of non-disability, drop me a
note (at Unit IA. Cell 110-B). explaining why
you can't do so. We'll do everything we
legally can to try to accommodate your
situation.
Please return these forms to me (Cyrus
Gladden) or to David Jannetta. (Those in
MSDP-SP: return them to David Gamble,
Jerrad Weiland, or Clarence Washington.)
We will submit these forms to the federal
District Court with a motion to amend you all
into the Complaint as "Collective Plaintiffs"
as soon as we can. Thanks! And welcome
aboard!

* * * ** ** *

Editors Note: After an absence from a couple
of issues, excerpts from the master case
document in the Sladdea case referred to as
a draft of a Third Amended Complaint (but not
filed and too long and detailed for that purpose) now resume:
The Lack of Lesser Restrictive Alternatives and Placement of the Burden of
Proof of Uualificatinn far Some upon the
Commitment Defendant
In Karsjqas stat n Juthnsijn P475r at at,
the Court's Conclusion 22 states: 'If a court
finds that an individual is a SIP and/or SOP.
'the court shall commit the person to a secure treatment facility unless the person
establishes by clear and convincing evidence
that a less restrictive treatment program is
available, is willing to accept the [person]
under commitment, and is consistent with the
person's treatment needs and the requirements of public safety.' /11/711. ST's/. § 253D.07.
subd. 3." (emphasis supplied)
Thus, Chapter 2530 authorizes the burden
to petition for a reduction in custody to impermissibly shift from the state to committed
individuals.
Finding 22 quotes the part of Section
2530.07, subd. 3(d) that places the burden
upon a commitment respondent to go forward
by clear and convincing evidence that a
qualified 'less restrictive treatment program is available, in which to place the
respondent. Failure to establish such prima
facie proof results in commitment "to a
secure treatment facility" (i.e.. MSDP). This
finding is highly significant to the ruling that
commitment under the MCCTA, on its face,
violates substantive due process.
,thn. Stat § 253D.20 adds: 'A party seeking transfer under section 2530.20 must
establish by preponderance of the evidence
that the transfer is appropriate."
The irony of this is driven home by Conclusion 23, which adds:
"Chapter 2530 contemplates that less
restrictive alternatives are available and
requires that committed individuals show
by clear and convincing evidence that a
less restrictive alternative is appropriate,
when there are no less restrictive alternatives available."
Currently, Minn. Stat. Ch. 2530.07, subd. 3
does not allow for less restrictive alternatives at all 'unless the [commitment respondent] establishes by clear and convincing
evidence that a less restrictive treatment
program is available, is willing to accept the
3

respondent under commitment, and is
consistent with the person's treatment
needs and the requirements of public safety." The legislature omitted it when they
enacted Chapter 2530 from former Chapter
2530.
At Karsjans Findings 34, this Court stated:
"...[S]ection 2530, as applied, is not
narrowly tailored because there are no
less restrictive alternatives. Although
section 253D expressly allows for the
referral of committed individuals to less
restrictive alternatives, this is not occurring in practice. It is undisputed that
there are individuals confined at the
Moose Lake and St. Peter secure facilities who could be served in less restrictive alternatives. However, until recently,
there were no less restrictive alternatives, aside from CPS, in which to place
individuals. Even now, there are simply
not enough less restrictive alternatives
available for committed individuals
seeking transfer to less restrictive
alternatives. In addition, committed
individuals cannot be placed at CPS or
other less restrictive alternatives upon
initial commitment. Insisting on confinement at the secure facilities impinges an
the individual's liberty interest, particularly given the statutorily proscribed loss
restrictive options, and thus the statute
is not narrowly tailored, resulting in a
punitive effect and application contrary
to the purpose of civil commitment. See
lledri-ks, 521 U.S. at 381-62."
At tarsjans Findings 53-58, this Court
added:
'There is no alternative placement
option to allow individuals to be placed in
a less restrictive facility at the time of
their initial commitment to the MSUP. Dr.
Fox credibly testified that the only facilities in which individuals can be placed at
the beginning of their commitment are
the secure facilities at Moose Lake and
St. Peter, Sue Persons ("Persons").
former Associate Clinical Director of the
MSOP, confirmed that the MSDP lacks
less restrictive options, such as halfway
houses, for committed individuals at the
MSDP. This lack of less restrictive facilities and programs undermines the
415514 provision allowing a committing
court to consider placing an individual at
a less restrictive alternative,
'It is undisputed that there are civilly
committed individuals at the MSDP who
could he safely pieced in the community
or in less restrictive facilities. McCulloch
credibly testified that there are individuals at both the Moose Lake and St. Peter
facilities who could he treated in a less
restrictive environment. Similarly, Dr.
(Continued on page 4)

j(Continued from page 3)
mat&y fifteen contracts for transitioning among any of these states with such legislaNicole Eisen ("Dr. Elsen"), Clinical Supervi- housing and adult foster care or treatment tion. (Ibid.) "Wisconsin, which arguably is
sor of the MSDP St. Peter facility, James services. Yet there still are less than 20 beds almost identical to Minnesota in its demoBerg ("Berg"), Associate Clinical Director available for transfer out of HOOP, none of graphic and geographic makeup, commits
of the MSCP, Ulrich, Benson, Parsons, which are available to the vulnerable adults in only 55.3 sex offenders per million people
Peter Puffer ("Puffer"), Clinical Director of MOOP. To date, no one has been thus trans- and New York has one of the lowest committhe MSDP Moose Lake facility, Hébert, ferred, and HOOP states that only a specific ment ratios at 13.9 sex offenders committed
Johnston, Anne Berry (Deputy Commis- sub-population in HOOP (without defining that per million people." ZLIfy Massuptisi ,?afrw
sioner Barry"), Deputy Commissioner of sub-class) will qualify for such beds.
8crre,(f "A Perfect Storm': Minnesota's Sax
OHS Direct Care and Treatment and Dr.
Offender Program - More Than Twenty Years
• fox, all credibly testified that there are Minnesota Sex Offender Commitment, without Successful Reintegration." 41 Wm.
committed individuals at the MSOP, includ- Compared to Such Laqislation in Other Mitchell 1. Pry. 708 (2016), at pp. 708-08.
ing some of the sixty-seven juvenile-only States
Note Dr. Robin Wilson's testimony on this
offenders at the MSDP, who could be
point:
• treated safely in a less secure facility.
"In comparison to other states, the per
"The Task Farce recommended that the
capita numbers of people being referred
Commissioner of OHS develop less restricto the civil commitment program in this
tive programs throughout the state. The
state far exceed those in other states. I
Task force recommended that less recan think of no good reason why the sax
strictive facilities be designed to serve
offenders in this state would be somehow
both those who are already civilly commitcategorically different from those in other
ted to secure facilities as well as those
states. That would suggest to us that
who are subsequently civilly committed to
more people are being captured than
the HOOP."
perhaps ought to ha." (TrtcI 7i'., v. 3, pp.
Minnesota: The 10th Circle
By the foregoing findings, the Court deter489-70).
mined in Karsjgwsthet no "lesser restrictive" Including Minnesota, twenty states curAt p. 712, A4'supustBBore///odd; "[Thenoptions alternative to confinement in MOOP rently have some form of sex-offender com- 11.5. Attorney for MN Thomas] Heffeifinger
maximum-security facility exists for those mitment legislation in place. In Kars,/sns noted that he 'saw a rapid shift after Sjodin's
found eligible for commitment. Accordingly, Findings 26 and 28 (id), this Court found that murder in public and official sentiment over
the statutory provision allowing a committing "Minnesota presently has the lowest rate of how to deal with high-risk sex offenders. The
judge to make such a placement if a commit- release from commitment in the nation," and focus really was on getting knowledge and
ment respondent shows the court that such a that it "presently has the highest per-capita information out to people and keeping sex
facility exists and is willing to accept that population of civilly committed sex offenders offenders locked up through civil commitparson is utterly illusory. The very few enti- in the notion." Minnesota is the height of the ment.' [StepheeJ lee, "Ten Years Later, Oru
ties offering residential sex offender treat- "sex offender commitment craze," having one Sjodin's Kidnapping, Murder Changed Law and
ment all refuse to accept any offender under out of every seven committed sex offenders Society, Si /x'u/ Pifineer Press Nov. 20,
commitment or even just under petition for it. nationwide and more committed sex offenders 2013, available at LEXIS; Ojodin Case: Why
HOOP itself has no such lesser-restrictive than all but one of the other 19 states with Was Sex Offender free?, ABC NEWS (Dec. 2,
alternative arrangements for anyone commit- sex-offender commitment legislation. Finding 2083), http://abcnews.go.cnm/GMA/
ted either.
28 observes that not only is Minnesota high- story?id"l2BlBB]."
F
Defendants concede that some committed est per-capita in sax-offender commitments
It appears that a peculiarly extreme
to MODP could be safely placed in the cemmu- (at over 50% of the next-highest stole), it species of sex panic pervades this region of
:nity or in less restrictive facilities. Numerous also is second only to California - a state with the upper Midwest with Minnesota at its
witnesses are cited in the Court's Finding 54 ten times the population of Minnesota - in the core. Apparently, both Minnesota politicians
in confirmation of this point.
absolute number of committed sex offenders. and media have exploited the fear of sex
The Court's Findings 55-68 recount the These facts together bespeak that Minneso- crimes and preexisting public loathing of sex
efforts of the state Dept. Human Services ta's commitment standard for sex offenders offenders far more so than elsewhere in the
since 2013 to establish lesser-restrictive is the easiest in the nation for a prosecutor to country. Minnesota engages a very-largefacilities. Finding 56 cites Commissioner satisfy.
scale "assembly line" "commitment industry"
Johnson Piper's request for legislative per- As to Finding 29, it is intriguing that Minne- to achieve this unheard-of rota of sex ofmission and funding for such facilities, partic- sota, North Dakota, and Wisconsin have the fender commitment
ularly far conversion for the facility in Earn- three highest per-capita rates of sex offender
Among other states with sex-offender
:bridge, MN for such use by MOIIP. However, commitment in the country (indeed, in the commitment laws, "Commitment Case DeGovernor Dayton replied, ordering Johnson world, given Dr. Freeman's observation that fendants" in Minnesota (as thus collectively
Piper nut to incur any further expenses or "the United States is the only [country] that identified siipré) disproportionately commit
sign any contracts for that conversion project has sex offender civil confinement." Triv/ Ti-., the must older sex Offenders - the group
unless both the Legislature and the Governor v, 4, p. 734). Minnesota has the very highest with, by far, the least statistical likelihood of
formally consented to it. This, Dayton said, per capita rote: 130.2 per million, among all committing any further sex offenses after
must wait on the Task Force Recommenda- states with sex-offender commitment legisla- prison release. Over a third of all sex oftions then forthcoming. Those recommenda- tion (KarsJlflsPleintiffs' Exhibit - "PX" 184 at fenders committed in Minnesota are over SD
tions were filed in the very next month 10-18; PEXBI3B-40; Doc. 658 at 74-78), versus years old at commitment, and nearly half of
(December 2013). After that legislative ses- the average of all other lB states with such these are in their BOs or older at commitsion ended, the Department of Human Ser- legislation: 27 committed sex offenders per ment. One individual was recently committed
vices (hereinafter "DHS") renewed efforts to million residents -- that is, four times the at ago 84 and another, even more recently,
create such alternative placements out of the average elsewhere. By the same token, was committed to MOOP at age 88. No one
MSUP high-security facilities, signing approxi- Minnesota has the lowest discharge rate age 84 or 88 can be described as a credible
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sexual threat to anyone. Such commitment
practices simply reflect pure additional
retribution beyond the sentence already
imposed upon such aged, former sex offender for their crimes and which they have
already served.
The "Sexually Dangerous Parsons"
("SOP") law, created by said Minnesnts L!

C9177n71tineet,4ctaR9P0994 Afi?rn. Lews; I
Special Session, Chapter I), is an alternative,
not a replacement, means to the aforesaid
"Sexually Psychopathic Personality" ("SPP")
law for commitment of a sex offender. By
the terms of the SOP law, the Minnesota
Legislature allowed for commitment of
individuals who did not exhibit an "utter lack"
Of power to control their "sexual impulses."
The new SOP category also removed the
requirement that the offender's history of
sexual misconduct be "habitual." The SDP
law has three elements. However, their
coverage is nearly universal. Those three
Elements are: one who
• "has engaged in a course of harmful
sexual conduct';
• "has manifested a sexual, personality, or
other mental disorder or dysfunction";
and
• "as a result, is likely to engage in acts of
harmful sexual conduct."
Compared to all other states with sexoffender commitment laws, Minnesota's
"Sexually Dangerous Parsons"
category has by for the easiest sat of elements for a prosecutor to prove to gain
commitment of any given sax offender.
Unlike other states with commitment laws
aimed specifically at sex offenders, under
the Miq,iesota Civil Commitment Act of /994
(1994 M,x'z laws. lot Special Session, Chapter I), a committed sex offender is not entitled to any periodic hearing at which the
State again bears the burden of proof that
the person continues to meet the commitment criteria.
Minnesota law regarding release of a
committed sex offender presents by far the
most difficult standard of any such state for
the committed sex offender to prove to gain
release. To date, no Minnesota committed
sex offender has ever won release in any
contested proceeding under that standard,
despite countless attempts. "HOOP and
Related Defendants" in Minnesota (as thus
collectively identified supre) who are administrators of MOUP rigidly enforce an extremely conservative policy of what comprises satisfactory completion by a sex
offender of the many-years-lung course of
treatment in HOOP.

* * ** *

Florida Law11Human11eharii, 28, 357-388
(pp. 468-67):
"...A controversial approach is the use
(doi: 0147-7307/04/08011-11357/1).
,fh,rir, 0/2 at a! (21189). Rater (din) of aversion conditioning and masturbatory
agreement on risk assessment measures in reconditioning to change the individual's
sexually violent predator proceedings: Fyisexual orientation away from children.
Excerpt from: An/beep 0 Peril/y, Ashley H donee of adversarial allegiance in forensic Similar techniques were used with homo,eada, Cynthia Ca/Ahis 6? E/,Oabeth I. 18glig evaluation? Psychology. Pith/ia Pcli'p and sexual adults in the middle to Iota 211th
century. Although some clinicians claimed
'Examining the Scope of fluestionable Diag- /aw, IS. 19-53 http://dx.doi.org/10.1037/
to be able to reorient homosexual people
nostic Reliability in Sexually Violent Predator a111114897.
* * * * ** *
to heterosexuality and to decrease the
(SVP) Evaluations. 37 lnternticna/Jouroalo/
pleasure reward cycle of pedophiles with
Law and Psychiatry (No. 2) 180-197 (March
these techniques, such methods are no
28)4) DOl: http://dx.doi.org/lO.iOIG/j. Inconvenient Truths
longer used at reputable treatment canij1p.2013.l1.11115.
Article Excerpts:
tars." [citing: Cohen. L.J., Galynker. II..
Ryan CM Ha//H Il/chardOW I/alt "A Profile "Clinical Features of Pedophilia and Impliof Pedophilia: Definition, Characteristics of
cations for Treatment" J. Psychiatr Pract.
Offenders, Recidivism. Treatment Outcomes, 21102: 8:276-289; Fagan, Pd, Wise, TN,
and Forensic Issues' Mayo C//in Proc 211117:
Schmidt, OW Jr.. Berlin, FS, 'Pedophilie,"
JAMA 21182:228: 2458-24851
82(4): 457-471 (2007)
"a...
Pedophilia, especially the
My Notes:
(p. 482):
exclusive type, may be best thought of as (I) This peer-reviewed article is from the
its own category of sexual orientation, world-esteemed Mayo Clinic. The question:
[emphasis supplied]
"Hold the Mayo" or "Hold the MSOP?"
"The fact that 70% to 85% of offenses (2) The table below is from the same article.
against children are premeditated speaks Note that harms from all drugs are worse
against a lack of perpetrator con- than from castration.
trol." [emphasis supplied]
'[Hugh levels of variance have
(p. 191):
Tohlx 4. Serious Adverse Effects of Treatment to Lower Testosterone Levels
been observed among clinician scores on sex
offender risk instruments (Murrie 0/ 11t
Treatment
Category
Route of
Adverse Effects
2809), hrinqinq into question the interrater
Administration
reliability on more standardized practices of

Clinical Diagnosis:
As Bad as Clinical
Risk Assessment

I

sex offender risk assessment."
(p. 192):
"The subjectivity required for a
clinician to evaluate whether the deviant
fantasies and behaviors are 'recurrent' and
intense, as well as whether the disorder
results in 'distress' or 'impairment' for the
offender, presents yet another challonqe that
can impact the reliability of the paraphilia
diagnoses (Ffr'st 5 //a/o 2008); Levenson,
2004o). The ambiguity of the descriptors
'recurrent' and 'intense' requires clinicians
to make subjective inferences about deviant
sexual fantasies and behaviors that may not
be on record and that may not be disclosed
by the sax offender being evaluated
(Levenson, 2004a). Further, in addition to
this overall subjectivity 'distress' and
'impairment' due to arrest and criminal
ustice involvement must be differentiated
from that of the paraphilia itself, as only
distress and impairment that stem directly
from the disorder qualify as meeting the
diagnostic criteria for a paraphilia
(thvanson, 2004a)"
References:
Iii's/ MO 11/2/. Ha/on (2009). Use of OSM
Poraphilia Diagnoses in sexually violent
Predator commitment cases. The ,Jiairnalof
the American Academy of Psychiatry and the
Law 38. 443-454 (Retrieved from
www.jaapl.org)
thvanson. dO (21194e). Reliability of sexually
violent predator civil commitment criteria in

Castration

Surgical

Medroxyprogesterone
acetate

Prop estogen

Oral or 3-ma
depx injection

Leuprolide acetate

Gonadotropinreleasing
hormone
agonists

Dapo injection

Cyprotarone acetate
(not available in the
United States)

Competitive
testosterone
inhibitor

Oral or 3-mo
depa injection

Widely Hailed Expert Charles Moser
States Some More
Inconvenient Truths

Excerpts from: Char/es Moser, "Paraphilia:
A Critique of a Confused Concept." Chapter 5
in: New D4wct/uns in Sax Therapy' macvalions and Alternatives 111-108 (Peggy J.
Klainplatz. ad. 21101); separately available at:
http://tempik.webzdarma.cz/Iiteratura/
parmosar
pp. 92-93: "Creation of the diagnostic
category of paraphilia, the medicalization of
nonstandard sexual behaviors, is a pseudoscientific attempt to regulate sexuality. The
use of the diagnostic process to maintain
and to conform to social conventions is
relatively transparent. The diagnostic
criteria have been written to patholaqize
those behaviors our society deems sexually
unacceptable' Individuals who have nonstandard sexual interests continue to he
pathologized, despite a lack of research
establishing a difference in functioning
between those so diagnosed and 'normal'
individuals. There is little evidence that they
experience any distress or dysfunction
except as a result of societal condemnation
of their sexual desires."
p. 97: "If a law was passed in the United
States criminalizing heterosexual behavior,
Changes in body fat
how many previously law-abiding citizens
distribution, changes in
would be able to comply? How many people
metabolic processes,
would find happiness engaging in the now
changes in pituitary
mandated homosexual interactions? How
function, decreased
many individuals would engage surreptistrength, depression, hot tiously in criminal heterosexual acts? Would
flashes, osteopenia
these criminals be seen as dangerous to
children and lose their parental rights? The
Abdominal pain. Cushing diagnosis of paraphilia has been intertwined
syndrome, depression,
with social judgments of normalcy and used
diabetes mellitus, galac- to deny civil rights."
torhee, gallstones,
p. 88: "The belief that a given sexual interest is the result of childhood trauma rehepatic damage. hot
mains a popular but unproven assumption,
flashes, hypertension,
thrombnembolic disorwithout benefit of substantiating date."
ders
p. 105: "Removal of pedophilia from the 0GM
would imply that those who violate the law
Anaphalaxis, anorexia,
should be punished in the criminal justice
arrhythmias, asthenia,
hypertension, leukoipeb- system. If someone sexually abuses a child,
that person belongs in the criminal justice
nia, myocardial infarction, osteopenia, periph- system, whether or not strong preferential
eral edema, thromboam- sexual interest in children exists. We do not
care about sexual interest: we care about
bolic phenomena, uriacts.
nary disorders
'Conversely, 'just' being a pedophile meaning that one has a sexual interest in
Depression, fatigue,
prepubescent children but does not ever act
gynecomastia, hepatoon it - is not necessarily a problem. Acting
cellular damage, hypechronic anemia, myocar- an it is a problem. When individuals who are
dial isohemia, shortness neither dysfunctional nor distressed by their
behavior engage in sexual activity with
of breath, thromboemminors, their behavior should not be conbolic phenomena
(Continued on page 6)
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(Continued (rain page 5)
strued as evidence of mental illness. Such
individuals are criminals. They have engaged
in a crime...
Although society has a responsibility and
a duty to protect individuals from all types of
attack, we do not include hank robbers,
bigaminto, and those who commit libel in the
list of psychiatric diagnoses, Criminals are
dealt with by the justice system; those who
suffer from a mantel illness should be dealt
with by the mantel health system."

ings from this research conclude that men
desist from sexual offending, but they seldom follow the processes described by
traditional criminology. In many cases, in
fact, they desist in spite of their inability to
pursue Sampson and Leub's informal social
controls' or Giordano at al's 'hooks for
change.' The relentless impact of current
public policies such as community notification and electronic nionitorinq further impede their likelihood of experiencing
Maruna's 'Pygmaliun effect' or achieving true
cognitive transformation or agentic change.
The descriptive model introduced here
identifies four styles of desistance from
sexual offending: 'age,' 'resignation,' 'rote'
and 'resilience.' Relevant implications are
discussed.
(Text, pp. 717-18):
°...[T)he body of
literature on desistance from sexual offending remains small (Farm'r &eth. 8 Ward
2012)' /74. I/apr/s 20145. 2015: Laws SWard
2011). This is likely due to the persistent
Probably far decades now, various treat- emphasis placed on risk and recidivism by
ment-types have been telling you how dan- the related fields of offender management
gerous you are. Of course, you have known and research (/74. Herr/s. 2014; Wi//is. Levenall along how wrong this has always been. snoBWard 20I0)...."
You ware never really oil that.
pp. 1718-19): "Sixty men were interviewed
Especially lately, you have no doubt no- between 2011 and 2013 in the Northeastern
ticed that your motivation toward what used United States. All participants had committo move you sexually has diminished greatly, ted a sexual offense, had served a custodial
if net left you altogether. That is port of the sentence, and were living in the community.
field known as 'desistance" from sexual Consistent with much research conducted in
offending.
the field of sexual aggression, almost
As we all know, the really big money in everyone (88%) identified as White. The
sexology research gets shunted instead to man had an average age of 53 years. (These
research desperately trying to share up the figures compare closely to those of MOOP
bulkheads of old myths about sex offenders inmates.) The average length of their most
as permanently scary monsters. That is just recent custodial sentence was 10.1 years for
scientists corrupting their science in lock- a sexual offense, and all participants had
step marching orders from politicians. been living in the community for a mean of
Meanwhile, very little funding or human 4.1 years... (This would appear to imply prior
resources are devoted to research into why incarcerations, likely for sex crimes.)
offenders, once released, just don't do it
"Almost all the participants (80%) had
again - and this includes those formerly child victims, Most of the men had commitconfined in places like this.
ted acts of extra-familial child molestation
Well, finally an expert has pulled together (n.-28) or incest(n=14)...."
the research in this field from other leading
Results
experts in a highly informative article, exDesistance by Age
cerpted here:
(p. 1724): 'The first style resonated parExcerpts/summaries/comments from/ ticularly well with seven participants but was
about: Fret flarnx'//e 4r/soda Harrdr. "A mentioned to some extent by a number of
Descriptive Modal of Desistance from Sexual other man. To be clear, although the concept
Offending: Examining the Narratives of Man of maturity was a key component in their
Released from Custody," 80(15) bIllow', 111 interviews, it was certainly not unique to
Offender Therapy endL'omparat/ve L'r/nthno/- these man. They frequently emphasized the
ogy 1717-1737 (2018):
process of getting older and growing up in
(Abstract, p. 1717):
their explanations of desistance. Noticeably,
"Despite an increasing interest in de- these men did ant mention any of the charsistance from sexual offending, a compre- acteristics of the other styles mentioned
hensive theoretical account of the process above. They were certain they would never
has yet to be provided. This study examines reoffend and attributed that certainty to
the narratives of RU men interviewed in the being old, too tired, and to not having it 'in
community, who were incarcerated for them' anymore.
sexual offenses and released. Recent find'So I guess it was an epiphany. I just
finally wake up .1 was tired of doing

Desistance The Elephant in the
Living Room: The
Real Reasons You
Will Never Commit
Another Sex Crime

time ...but now No decided I just don't
want to do it anymore.'
"These men tended to use the 'old me/new
me' language of 'knifing off' (Maruna, 2001)
and some spoke of having had two lives."
[Describing the three models (other than
age) for desistance, the article describes
attributes of individuals thus:]
(p. 1728): Resignation
"These men provided little insight into
how or why their crimes had occurred....
"Many of these men were not confident
about forming friendships or relationships in
the future. They were pessimists with fairly
defeatist views of themselves and of their
restricted position in the community....
"Although they were adamant that they
would never reoffend, they could seldom
articulate why (beyond wishing to avoid
prison). Even though this might be sufficient
to affect behavioral change, it did not yet
appear to be evidence of discernable cognitive change."
(p. 1727): "...[T]hey ... were very much
resigned to the fact that there was no escape
and that this [the sex offender registry] was
their life now."

(p. 728): Roth
"A quarter of the sample (niR) were
adept at 'talking the talk' and parroting
buzzwords they had learned during therapy....
As a group, they had the most persistent
histories of sexual offending with seven men
reporting post-release recidivism and having
received multiple, separate custodial sentences for their sexual crimes. The dominant
themes in these 'rote' narratives included the
value of treatment and the applicability of this
therapy to their behavior, but they were often
delivered in a rehearsed (or even manufactured) style...,
"...[T]he messages of the Relapse Prevention Model Withers, 880) and the standard
'cycle' of offending resonated strongly with
them - they recognized and praised the
benefits of treatment, and at spoke highly of
their therapists, in a very socially desirable
way. During the interviews, they were eager
to demonstrate their newly gained insight
regarding offending and self-governance.
They willingly shored their knowledge of
triggers, tools, and risk situations and spoke
in the present tense about their ability and
commitment to stay safe....
Like the ether styles described above,
most of those men were confident that they
6

would not reaffand, but justified this certainty with a newfound personal insight and
knowledge of triggers and risk situations."
(p. 729): "When discussing the ways they
keep themselves from offending, they tended
to emphasize the situational nature of their
risk end subscribed to a 'routine activities'
approach that prioritized daily structure
(D.A. Harris 0 Cudmore, 2015):
'The warning sign for me is when I
don't have a structure. Right now I have
o structure. Right now I have a full-time
job. I come to group. I go to probation,
and there's a couple of other things I do
during the week . .... Se for me, my biggest thing is giving myself a structure,
'Coo when I have structure that's when I
succeed, When I lose a piece of my
structure, that's when I start screwing
up.'
"The strongest emergent theme and the
narrative that really united the rote style
was the way they described staying safe
as a kind of job...."
Resilience
(pp. 1728-30):
'This final style was marked by a strong
desire to move on from their offending past
as well as emphasizing a demonstrated
pattern of success upon release. Like the
age desisters, the resilient dasisters also
spoke of having had two lives and of 'knifing
off' (Marune, 2000. Akin to Giordano at al's
(2002) 'complete desistors,' these man
tended to describe their offending in the
past tense, thus placing o 'great deal of
distance between the old, discarded selves
and those they currently claim.'

Discussion
(pp. 733-34):
"The process of desistence was articulated was most often viewed as a simple
and visceral aversion to returning to custody (deterrence) or as a product of extensive
sex offender-specific treatment.,.,
"Almost all participants in the sample
described how individual therapy and group
treatment meetings had helped them, but at
times, the lanauaqe they used felt forced or
manufactured,.,."
Limitations
(p. 1735): "The important central point is
that they each reported living offense-free
(Continued on page 7)

prevention strategies already under widelives regardless of 'where they were' (or spread discussion. MSOP now remains both
rather, the themes that emerged in their on unjust imposition of attainder-as-allegedinterviews) and if our goal is to prevent preventive-detention, and at the some time
sexual abuse, it seems futile to assess on enormous waste of state resources
whether they have desisted 'enough! In fact, toward fighting crime.
the fear that they could never again be
trusted was a strong emergent theme:
For Further Information, see these sources:
'You've gotta give me the chance. * Tar,mer H Heath, 4, II Ward F (2012).
You've gotta give me the opportunity. Na
"Assessing desistance in child molesters:
However, psychopathy has never been
one is going to believe me until the day
A qualitative analysis." Jour: of Infer/Jaraccepted by psychological academicians, and
after I die. That's when they'll start
sane!Violence, 27, 830-50.
trusting me again. That's when they'll * Hiordano; P eta! (2002). "Gender, Crime, it has been rejected outright by organized
psychiatry from the beginning of that science.
look back and go Wow, he d,dlive anothand desistance: Toward a theory of cogniPsychopathy is not a mental illness or even
er 40 years without doing anything
tive transformation." ,4,'wari8n Jour: of
merely a "disorder" in the 0GM-5, instead
wrung. But until then, until the day I die,
Sochilogy 107, 900-1004.
only being mentioned in passing as a
they're gonna keep watching me. And *
Harris, 9,4., (2014). "Desistance from 'construct" among some clinicians. At best, it
that's a rough way to live.'
sexual offending: Findings from 21 life is highly controversial.
Conclusion
history narratives." hiur Of InteipersonIf you have been paying attention to previ"Support was found for natural dea! Violence, 28, 1554-1578. ous editions of TLP, you know that psychopasistance and aging out
Of particular
Ooi:Ifl.1177/0880290513511532
thy has no clear definition, and is made up
interest is the fact that three of the four
Harris, 04., (2015). "Desistance from simply of a mere pastiche of behaviors,
styles (resignation, rote, and resilience) horn *
sexual offending: Behavioral change attitudes, and personal tendencies of individulittle resemblance to the emphasis in the
without
cognitive transformation." Jour. als deemed objectionable by others. It is
criminological literature on the achievement
of Interpersonal Violence (pp. 1-22). merely an attempt to medicalize bad bahavof informal social controls or to the psychoDo i:ID .1177/0 8 8020 051559 6537
iors deemed harmful or abrasive to others.
logically informed explanations of cognitive
*
Harris
04. 12 L'udmore, 12 (2015). De- In short, it is an effort to pothologize criminal
transformation. Furthermore, that the
sistance from sexual offending: In Oxford and non-criminal antisocial behavior. This is
typical areas of emphasis in sex-offenderHandbook Of Crhrthioloiiy and L'r/1774781 anything but science: it is purely edict as a
specific treatment (that emphasizes individuJiisti'e (pp. I- 5). New York: Oxford sheer act of ipsedixitism ('because I say so').
al differences and etiology of offending) were
University Press.
seldom valuable is concerning and should be
* laws 12 fi Ward 1 (2011). Oesis'tance
the subject of further study."
from Sex Offendi'iq: Alternatives to
(pp. 1735-38): "Some people will desist
Throwii,.q Away the Keys. New York: Gailfrom offendinq on their own, without needing
ford Press,
formal intervention. Some might profit
simply from reconnecting with their family of * Maruna, 12 (2001). 41ekk7v Hood I/ow Lxorigin, or from the opportunity to earn an
Convicts Reform and Rebuild Thefr Lives
honest living. Still others may decide quite
Washington: Am. Psychol. Ass'n.
rationally to never offend again, if only to * P/fliers W0 (1980). "Relapse Prevention
Its sole use is as a terrorizing lay term
avoid returning to custody. Furthermore, it
with Sexual Aggressors: A Method far
Maintaining Therapeutic Gain and Enhanc- intended to vilify or to heap opprobrium on
seems that only a few appear to truly warrant the kinds of enhanced supervision or
ing External Supervision." In W Marsha/i someone or to castigate certain behaviors or
attitudes. It is the closest thing modern
protracted treatment to which so many are
12 /as RH Sarbarea(eds.), Handbook of
343-38)). New York: American society has to singling out someone
now subject."
Sexual Assault (pp.
and calling them evil.
In sum, Prof. Harris' review of these
Springer
More to the point hare, we all know that
findings provides further support to the idea * Sampson, A? Blath J (1983). Crime /v
Minnesota has seized upon the use of the
that post-incarceration confinement in sothe Mahng: Pathways and Turni;'ig POhvtS
word "psychopathy" to invent an entirely
called civil commitment is extreme overkill,
Throu/i Life London: Harvard Univ.
unknown legislative definition, "sexual psychoespecially as to those in or beyond middle
Press.
path," as a ground for civil commitment to
age.
* Willis, 9, levanson, J S Ward 1 (2010).
MSOP.
Roughly half of all MSOP detainees
Given that the average age of MSOP
"Desistance and Attitudes Towards Sex have been committed at least in part on that
inmates is in that range, desistance studies
Offenders: Facilitation or Hindrance?". basis.
show that, quite apart from the endless
Jour: of Family Vñilance 25. 545-550.
In the most recent preceding issue, I
treatment-in-confinement MSOP model,
described how the trait or tendency toward
instances of recidivism by those released in
boldness in life, even when it is applied only in
an an masse judicial release from MSOP
would be rare, even if no mechanisms exist- True Psychopaths socially acceptable avenues or pursuits, such
as business, politics, or military careers, is
ed to monitor behavior of such releasees.
proclaimed by the high priests of psychopaThis shows the lack of utility and the needOn Thursday, November IA, 2017, all thy, such as Robert Hare (of PCL-R infamy) to
lessness for the commitment approach now
clinicians and quite a few other staff mem- be a 'witch mark' of psychopathy. Evidently,
used in Minnesota.
bers attended a training session at MSOP's Hare doesn't like our society's leaders, so he
The fictional "SPP" and "SOP" rationales
St. Paul HO. The subject of this training was prefers to call them names excathedra from
for sex offender commitment should simply
"psychopathy."
his status as a psychologist.
be ended, in favor of effective sex-crime

(Continued from page )

Enter Nancy Johnston. who apparently is
enraptured by Hare and Company. Yet it is
not clear if Johnston is a true believer in the
Religion of Psychopathy or if, instead, she
simply makes terroristic pronouncements
invoking psychopathy as a scare tactic, in
order to justify the continued existence of
MSOP and our endless detention within it.
Consider this statement made by Johnston as a witness at the A'ars,isws trial:
"Sixty-seven percent [of MSBP detoineesj
are highly psychopathic...." (Tr. 3220-21.)

Let's examine the facts, shall we?
First, "psychopathy" is not a diagnostic
mental illness or disorder under the DSM-5.
Psychopathy is merely a "heuristic construct" for modeling purposes, Lri'a Seecher-Monas S Edgar Hero/v -RiR "Danger at
the edge of Chaos: Predicting Violent Behavior in a Post-DaubertWurld." 24 CardozoL.
/1ev: i B45, 1873 (2003).
"No one is quite sure what psychopathy
means
The [PCL-R] instrument consists
of twenty risk factors, ...: Glibness/
superficial charm: grandiose sense of selfworth; need for stimulation/proneness to
boredom: pathological lying: conning/
manipulative: lack of remorse or guilt:
shallow affect: callous/lack of sympathy:
parasitic lifestyle: poor behavioral controls:
promiscuous sexual behavior: early behavioral problems: lack of realistic long-term
goals: impulsivity: irresponsibility: failure to
accept responsibility: many short-term
marital relationships; juvenile delinquency:
revocation of conditional release: criminal
versatility.... [T]hese factors appear to be
rather subjective,..." (Ibidi
As such, it is a label arrived at merely
upon behavioral observation of the offender.
Ani/vus £'ur/ve Resident 4dvi-91'y And Family
CounciL Org. Memorandum In Support DI
Proposed Reliefs (hereinafter. /?AFC4m/vus
b'r/vif. p. 89. Essentially, these attributes
might remind you of your live-at-home 40year-old cousin (just joking here) or any
ether number of walking chancres on the
buttocks of society. However, no matter
how objectionable the habits and mod'
vivaod,'of these jerks, they are not ill, and
nothing about this description inherently
dooms them to adult criminal behavior.
Even though such conduct in life might
cause one to be shunned by all who know
(Continued on page 8)
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Stages of Radicalization
(Continued from page 7)

such a person, it is simply being a jerk
(perhaps in a had case, a king-size jerk)-it is
not a mental or emotional malady. And most
I significant of all, nothing compels a jerk to be
a jerk; voluntary change is always possible
with or without therapeutic assistance.
Even though Mu. Johnston claimed that
the top three or four traits of psychopathy
are 'lack of empathy for others, look of
remorse, difficulty taking responsibility for
one's actions, [end] impulse control," in fact,
only the first two of these are contained as
such within those 20 PCL-R factors. The
third is nut one of those factors; instead, the
actual PCL-R factor soundinq closest to it is
that of "failure to accept responsibility,"
However, this refers to not conducting ones
life responsibly; it has nothing to do with
taking responsibility for noes pest deeds, as
in accepting blame for criminal misconduct.
The fourth item stated by Johnston ('lack of
impulse control") likewise is not the same as
mere "impulsivity" (which doesn't include any
I determination of inability to control one's
impulses).
The very first edition of the 0GM (1052)
[took pains to make clear that no such psychiatric diagnosis ever existed. Mania / ,Johiisno. "Minnesota's Sexual Psychopathic Personality and Sexually Dangerous Persons
Statute: Throwing Away the Key," 21 W111&r17
Hi/c/ia/f law Hey/sw 1139 [19961), flatly
states, at Footnote 10; "The term
"psychopathic personality." however, was
•expunged from the psychiatric nomenclature
•in 1852." "Psychopathy is not an acknowledged psychiatric diagnosis in the 0GM......
HA. Prentky, Liacus, H ilarbarse. &
Schwartz H HP Kafka. "Sexually Violent
Predators in the Courtroom; Science on
[Trial," 12 Psytha/sgy, Pub/i'Po/i"j'Slaw357,
388-69 (2008).

"Psychopathy" is merely an unscientific
impression in the eyes of certain psychologists. One of these is Robert Hare, who
designed a questionnaire of 44 points in total.

According to Hare, one must achieve a score
of 30 on his checklist to be considered
psychopathic.
Hare, as creator of the PCL-R, refuses to
grant access to the instrument or any of the
data upon which it is claimed to be based
except to those who have taken a training
program offered by Hare, and have been
approved ("qualified") by Hare to receive
such materials. He has even engaged in
litigation against lawyers end judges for
disseminating the instruments and such
materials to clients, other parties to litigation, and to the public. As a result, the PCL-R
has never been subjected to robust critiuue
and hence cannot be deemed to be the valid
product of a scientific process. Basc/,erH'nas Hllarc/a-Hf/,f supra. Notes 201-203.
The PCL-R was designed to determine
one's propensity to resort to physical violence, not to commit sax crimes. (1/sec/isrMunas 8/?1/1 tb/c!) No RAI has been as misapplied to sax offenders as the PCL-R.
Designed to ascertain the likelihood of future
physical violence by a given offender, it
inherently has no application to the commisSian of future crimes of a sexual, rather than
a violent nature.
While some sex crimes involve violence, it
is axiomatically true that the motivation for
sex crimes - even those that include vielance - is completely different from the
motivations that prompt acts of non-sexual
physical violence. Accordingly, none of the
factors used in the P01-8 serve as indicators of the probability of sex crime recidivism. See, e.g., 1/n/ted States n Khig 2013
U.S. fist. LEXIS 54655 (ED. N.C. 20(3)
(stating that the PCL-R does not predict
sexual recidivism....). To same effect, see
also; united States Y. 1a17ge, 2012 U.S. 01st.
LEXIS 159498 ([.0. N.C. 2012) (stating that
the PCL-R does not predict sexual recidivism
at oil)."
Indeed, even merely as a predictor of the
likelihood of future physical violence, it has
been found that the PCL-R lacks fundamental
validity and reliability. Thus, e.g.. On/ted
States v. Taylor 320 F Supp. 2d 780, 2004
U.S. 01st. LEXIS 10957 (ND. Ind. 2004),
banned its use even in the context of death
penalty proceedings;
"The Court takes issue with one of the

proposed tests in particular. In recant
years, the reliability of the Interview
Schedule for Psychopathy ChecklistRevised ("PCL-R") has been called into
question as an indicator of a defendant's
future dangerousness. Specifically, following an extensive review of literature addressing institutional violence and the P01
-R that concentrated on the use of the POL
-R in capital sentencing proceedings. John
F. Edens, a psychologist with extensive
experience in the area of risk assessment
concluded, 'the position that PCL-R scares
for any one offender provide much useful
information regarding his relative or
absolute risk for future institutional violence while incarcerated clearly is untenable ...... Eden
Pstri/aJ, H8ufHiigta/7-k7//.un7, ,J K (2001) Psychopathy and
the Death Penalty; Can the Psychopathy
Checklist-Revised Identify Offenders Who
Represent 'A Continuing Threat to Society?' Journal ofPsychitry and/sw 29;433
-481; see also Edsns Jf, (Oct. 2001)
Misuses of the Hare Psychopathy Checklist
-Revised in Court; Two Case Examples.
Journal of Interpersonal Illu/ence, Vol. IS,
No. ID, 1082-1093; "Declaration of Thomas
V. Ryan, Ph.D., ARPP, L/nitedStstssy, St/tt
Cause No. 288 CR 47 (ED. Va.) Document
No. 175, filed March 18, 2004. Thus, due to
the uncertainty of the validity and reliability of the P01-8 as it is used in capital
sentencing hearings. the Government and
any of its experts is prohibited from utilizing this test in evaluating Defendant Thomas,

Accord: I/ni/sd States x Lea. 2010 US
Dist [[XIS 145887 ([.0. Ark 2010);
"In support of his Rule 58 motion,
Petitioner has attached numerous affidavits, presented in 05 pages. Such affidavits
are submitted by: ...(3) Dr. Thomas Ryan,
disavowing the use of PCL-R for measuring

future dangerousness and psychopathy;
(4) John Edens, Ph.D., a licensed psycholoqist, opining on inappropriateness
of using P01-8 to predict future dangerousness; (5) a group of 5 experts opining
on the inappropriateness of relying on
the P01-8 to predict future dangerousness
A fortjth'i.' since the PCI-N has been
determined to lack validity even in its
avowed field of specialization (violence
prediction), it cannot be said to have any
validity in the field of sex-crime recidivism
prediction.
In fact, Nancy Johnston testified that only
50% of MSUP's detainees have "antisocial
personality disorder." (Jr., vol. IS, p. 1318, In.
25). Generally, "psychopathy" is considered
to simply amount to more extreme behaviors characteristic of "antisocial personality," itself a highly controversial "personality
disorder," It follows that the percentage of
the psychopathic' subset of those deemed
'antisocial' must he a lesser percentage
than that 'parent' antisocial sot.
For instance, estimations of the average
percentage of prison inmates (of all kinds
and description) who exhibit antisocial
behaviors is 75%, while such inmates whose
behaviors can be described as
'Psychopathic' amount to only 20% of the
inmate population. Therefore, Johnston's
claim that 87% of MSDP detainees are
"psychopaths" at all. much less "highly
psychopathic," is oxymoronic. Partly, the
answer to this seeming riddle is that Ms.
Johnston (not a holder of a psychology
doctorate) claimed that a PC[-R score of 25
is considered "high" (Tr.. vol. IS, p. 1320. In.
25) (even though the aforesaid score of 30
is necessary to even be deemed psychopathic atoll, much less "highly" so).
See also, illustratively, //aggardv. Curry
732 F. Sup. 2d 1003, 1013; 2010 U.S. 01st.
[[XIS 81882 (ND. Cal. 2010), noting that "the
creator of the PCL-R test 'specifically notes
that his tests should never be used on
inmates over the axe of 40, as his test is
attempting to assess psychopathy, which is
B characteristic that decreases with age,"
Not all, but most sex offenders ultimately
(Continued on page 9)
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(Continued from page 8)

committed, especially after long criminal
sentences, are already in the past-aqe-40
category. (Fifty percent of MSUP detainees
are in fact over age BD.) Ergo, by definition,
the PCL-R should not be used on MSDP detainees over age 40 in any context. Surely
this must apply with even more force to
misuse of the PCL-R when the question is not
physical violence propensity, but instead an
attempt to predict future sex-crime recidivism.
Nonetheless, returning to our initial news
about the psychopathy training session.
given MSUP Executive Director Jessan's
obsession with,
or crass exploitation of claims
of rampant "high
psychopathy,
and MSDPs need
to quickly come
up with a replacement excuse to keep us
all detained, no
degree in rocketry is needed to deduce that,
now that all those clinicians have returned,
armed with fresh knowledge of how to spin
every observation about anyone into a concocted claim that one is a raving psychopath,
my warning to all is to study the foregoing
list of psychopathic traits and behaviors.
Then do nothing that could even remotely
be so construed. In fact, do whatever you
think best to demonstrate clearly that you do
not fall within the bounds of any one of these
20 factors. Do this repeatedly, working your
way through the list of those factors. Then
do it again. Keep notes on your own psychopathic-inconsistent actions and those of a
buddy in the same group or module (and
have him do vice versa for you).
This should keep the true psychopaths
away. Who are they, you ask? Dive it some
thought. It should come to you.

The Voice of Successful Experience
Speaks: Fantasy!
Reading/Viewing Images Does Not
'Trigger' a Pedophile
to Commit Sex
Crimes
(Excerpt from one imprisoned pedophile
support newsletter):
".1 have successfully completed a DOUG
sex offender therapy program which taught

me that there is a BIG difference between
reading about children and offending against
one. The idea that viewing non-pornographic
photos of children will trigger a pedophile to
molest or exploit a child is ludicrous. The
reality is that non-pornographic pictures or
stories about children can be used as an
alternative to offending against a child.
My philosophy
of relapse prevention is that you
must be able to
live within the law,
and use whatever
means you can to
do so. If this means you cannot safely be
around children, or only associate with
children with other responsible adults present, so be it But you should be able to live
your fantasy life however you choose. It is
not true that simply reading a story about
children, viewing pictures of children, or
watching a movie with child actors will
trigger most sex offenders to commit a new
crime, but many therapists seem to believe
this. (It stems from the now-debunked belief
that USU's have high recidivism.) The truth
is that these completely legal activities can - and should - be used as an alternative to
an illegal activity which does exploit children.

strictions no matter where you go. Federal of Justice has long arms, and it is not
law mandates sex-offender registration in unknown for the FBI or U.S. Marshals to
all fifty states as well as in U.S. territories. retrieve former citizens who have moved
Whether you must register for the rest of
your life or just for a fixed term of years (V
Welcome to
depends on both the state you are released
Minnesota!
to, any state you might move to, and the
Sex
Offenders:
terms of your sentence. Do not expect to
Turn Around
get these changed.
Here
'Some states, and some local communities will place restrictions on where you live,
usually creating 'safe zones' around schools, 111*1
parks, play grounds, and sometimes day abroad.
"My advice, though you may net like it,
care centers. Residence restrictions have
not been shown to reduce recidivism among is to accept your fate. Do not attempt to
sex offenders (who have very low recidivism evade any restrictions imposed upon you
already) and may actually increase the by your probation/parole officer or any
number of offenders who become homeless state or local restrictions. The vest maor who elect to 'drop out of sight' because jority of sex-offenders who return to
they cannot find acceptable housing. But prison do so for violations of probation or
politicians like them because it allows them registration restrictions than from a new
to claim to be 'tough on crime.' Once enact- sex offense. Unless you have enjoyed your
Department of
ed, it is difficult to get these laws eliminated, stay with the
even when statistics are presented showing Corrections or Bureau of Prisons, I
encourage you to assume that any future
that they are counter-productive.
violation of these restrictions will lead to
"I hope you will be treated unfairly, so
that you will come to know the value of
Jusfice." - Supreme Cuurt ChJvfJusEiZe John
,?uberts. sddressiig gredustes of Cerdizsn
M.uu,ytsJ't School ex New Hsmpshb'e, qLiufBdhx
Thiie magazine,
an extension of your 'vacation."

The Pessimistic
View: A Grim Outlook for SOs
The following commentary, appearing in a
major support newsletter for imprisoned and
committed pedosexuals, states the pessimistic case: that assuming we get released, we
will have no practical choice but to remain in
this country and to submit to all abusive/
restrictive laws heaped upon us.

Your new home upon release

One question that I have received
repeatedly over the years is whet states
have the least burdensome restrictions on
sex offenders. This is not an easy question
to answer, as the subject of sex offender
regulations is a complex mixture of state
and local laws and ordinances. There
surely are places that make the life of a
registered sex offender more difficult, but
you should be prepared for some re-

"Ho-w Pu 'y'o- Rerm?
Le-t Me. Cc-44&t -Hke Wooj s."
"This grim outlook has led several writers to ask whether I could tell them what
countries look more favorably on sex offenders, which do net impose draconian
sentences for the possession of child pornography, and which might have a lower age
of consent, While this is another complicated subject that I lack the time to research, I
want to remind everyone that U.S. low
prohibits travel with the intent of engaging
in sex with minors, as well as other illegal
activities. Is this a thought crime? Certainly, but anyone who has previously served
time for a sax offense will be under increased scrutiny and should be prepared
for this.
"Many readers believe they have been so
unfairly treated by the judicial system in this
country that they contemplate renouncing
their citizenship and moving to another
country. My advice to them is to be careful
what you wish for. Expatriating to another
country is not as easy as many believe, and
most developed countries do not want
convicted felons - especially sex offenders
- immigrating there. Even if you renounce
your citizenship and find a nation willing to
give you an immigrant visa, the Department

Excerpts from: Sex Offenderiec vLs-m,',
Mñineso/a (Minn. Dept. of Corrections, April
2DB?):
P. I:
"Because the baseline rate for
sexual recidivism is relatively low, all three
offense levels (misdemeanor, gross misdemeanor, and felony) were included in this
study
[Only felonies counted in all other
recidivism probability prediction tools.]
p. 12: "Because use of the FBI data requires
a manual check for each offender, these
data were not used due to the relatively
large number (N = 3.100) of offenders examined here. Instead, data on arrests
(misdemeanor, gross misdemeanor, and
felony) and convictions (misdemeanor,
grass misdemeanor, and felony) were obtained electronically from the OCA. Incarceration data were derived from the Correctional Operations Management System
(GUMS) database.° The main limitation with
using these data is that they measure only
arrests, convictions or incarcerations that
took piece in the State of Minnesota. Because neither source includes arrests.
(Continued on page 10)

'Memory or Memorex?
Did You Go to Jail for
a Confabulation?

(Continued from page 9)
convictions or incarcerations occurring in
other states, the findings presented later
likely underestimate the true rearrest,
reconviction and reincarceration rates for
the offenders examined here.'
[In effect this exaggerates the apparent
impact toward greater recidivism posed by
any given number of previous convictions,
because only MN convictions can he seen
this way. Thus, someone who has only two
convictions in MN, but who also has ID more
sex convictions in other states, may have
such a high record of later sex re-offense
that, lacking information as to the tan out-ofstate convictions, the recidivism-prompting
effect of the two MN convictions will appear
falsely extremely high. Further, counting
misdemeanor B gross misdemeanor sex
offenses
degree) exacerbates this
tendency toward over-counting offenses
whose effect has alraady been avercalculated in this way.]

Excerpt from: I?,ntheMrrirnii'affflSgott/l LiWnfnId"Fnrget Psychological Science: Israel Supreme Court Upholds Conviction Based on Recovered Memories,' Sfcz'pf/ca//uqui,?'er(March/April
2016), p.R
'[A] large body of high-quality research
indicates that human memory, in its many forms,
is malleable and prone to error (Frando at al. 2011;
Loftus 20112), Furthermore, convincing evidence
that memories can be repressed and subsequently
recovered in accurate form is sorely lacking
(Loftus 1093: Loftus and Davis 20116). At present,
there is no known psychological mechanism
whereby memories of repeated traumatic events
can be completely forgotten and then suddenly
recalled following a dream - or for that mutter as
a result of psychotherapy. Well-established
research evidence instead demonstrates that
moot people tend to remember traumatic events
all too well (Loftus 003; Shake and Kihlstrom
997). Moreover, many or most purrted recovered memories of early abase are probably
confabulations - sincerely held but false or distorted recollections. Most psychological experts
doubt that genuine recovered memories are even
possible given what we know about how memories
are created. Even the minority of experts who
wwv.xtclxiiritimp,s.com Wednesday. liovemhold a different view concur that recovered
bar BE, 2017
memories should not be accepted an onnuine
Sauk Centre man faces Burglary Charges without cnmpellinq corroboration from other
sources.
"If the quotes from sexual assault experts
By St. Cloud Tirnus Stuff
Sauk Centre police reported Eric Terhaar, highlighted in Parasznzuk's (2011) article in the
27, entered a home early Sunday morning, Jerusalem Post are a representative sample, the
Israeli Supreme Court premised its ruling on the
assaulted him and threatened his life , acbasis of far less than compelling evidence. For
cording to court documents. Terhaar told example, suggesting that 'false memories evoke no
police he spent the whole night at a local bar, emotional response' and stating that 'the clinical
but witnesses described seeing him at the symptoms, personal and interpersonal dynamics,
home of a person referred to as D.W. in court and the way the complainant tells the story fit the
records. Terhaar has his first appearance in characteristics of fathers who harm their daughcourt on Tuesday morning and faces the ters' is misleading. Scientific monarch indicates
charges of first degree burglary and terror- that both false and true memories can be associated with strong emotion (eg.. Laney B Loftus
istic threats. "Officers arrived and spoke with
200). and any number of variables may account
D.W. who stated that the defendant (Terhaar) for anxiety, school, and social problems among
barged into his house, put him in a headlock youth and adults."
and assaulted him." according to the state- Now. Does this ring a bell in your experience?
ment of probable cause.
Was your crime real, or just imagined by your
"At no point did he aver give the defendant accuser? You should give this some thought.
permission to enter the house O.W. stated References:
that the defendant also held him on the F,wnda, SJ, hM #ithnls. REI/afty,c Currant
Issues and Advances in Misinformation Research.
ground and threatened his life. In Minnesota,
Curr817tflct/?jns/yPsychn/llythafScknds20:
state law, burglary is defined as entering a 20-23. 2011.
building without consent and committing, or La17eyS1u1us2008(citation inadvertently
intending to commit a crime there. A terror- emitted from article)
istic threat is a felony charge in Minnesota, /iiñys2003 (citation omitted from article)
used if someone threatens to commit a Lui?u.c £,The Reality of Repressed Mmnries.
violent crime with the intent of terrorizing Amerh7anPsyi,ho/flg,t4B: 510-537. 1993
someone or causing an evacuation. According t,wyL/s, U 99 Bae'e Recovered Memories,
AllnaI/vthwofC/Jw'a/P3ycboIogy2: 408-403,
to court documents, Terhoar Went to con2006
front O.W. after D.W. tented Terhaar's girl- PuraszizvA dOoughter's Dream Allowed in Rape
friand, according to the statement of proba- Conviction. T4eJerusa'muwmPusf(Sapt, 22, 2011)
ble cause. He was arrested at 2 am, Sunday &ube, KA fljt K/,Wstram,Is Traumatic Memory
and was still in Stearns county loll Tuesday Special? l'urrefltOItdnnsIilPsychx'/ogids/
&71e/7ce9: 70-74.1697
morning.
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Whatever Happened
To? Dept.
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General Thoughts & Humor Corner
What Insights Can Quote of the Month
1,000 Year Old
Thoughts Offer
"It used to be, everyone was entitled to
their
own opinion, but not their own facts.
You?
But that's not the case anymore. Facts
matter not at all. Perception is everything."
all a checker board of nights and days
- Stephen Colbert, in a January 25,
Where destiny with man for places plays:
2000, interview about "truthiness" o word
Hither and thither moves, and mates, and slays,
he coined to parody political arguments
And one by one hack in the closet lays."
based on gut feelings to the exclusion of, or
"The moving finger writes: and, having writ,
contradicting, facts and data. As a sign of
Moves on: nor all thy piety nor wit
the times, truthiness was accorded Word
Shall lure it back to cancel half a line,
of the Year honors in 2005 and 2006.
Nor all thy tears mesh out a word of it."
"And that inverted bowl we call the sky.
Wherennder, crawling, coop't, we live and die,
Lift net thy hands to i'tfnr help - for it
Rolls impotently on as thou or!."
"And— strange to tell, among that earthen lot
Some could articulate, while others not:
And suddenly one more impatient cried 'Who Lrthe patter, pray, and who the pot?"
(from the "Rubaiyat" by Omar Khayyam
(translation by Edward Fitzgerald)

It's a Guy Thing:
Too lot for
Trousers

A couple took their 6-year-old son to their
pediatrician. With some hesitation, they
explained that although the boy seemed
healthy, they were concerned about his
rather small penis.
"Just feed him pancakes," the doctor
suggested. "That should salve the problem."
The nest morning, when the boy arrived at
breakfast there was a large stack of het
pancakes in the middle of the table.
"Dee, Mom!" exclaimed the boy. Are these
all for me?"
"Just take two, son," the mom relied. "The
rest are for your father,"

Following the massive heat wave that
gripped the UK this seminar, boys of Isca
Academy in Exeter are Wearing skirts to
school to protest a policy against wearing
sherts. The students had approached their
heed teacher to complain about the heat,
asking if they could be allowed to wear
shorts, as the weather was much too hot for
trousers. School policy, however, dictated
trousers to be strictly adhered to, but the
teacher quippad, "Wall, you can wear a skirt if
You like," and the students decided to take up A 3-year-old-boy was examining his genithe challenge, and about 50 buys showed up tals while taking a bath, "Mama," he asked,
the following day in skirts borrowed from "are these my brains?" Mania answered.
sisters and friends.
"Not yet."

12 Politically
Boring
Dead
Dishonest
Drunk
Herpes
Mafioso
Meat
Old Joke
Panhandler
Shoplifter
Snowman
White (person)
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Incorrect Terms and Their Alternatives:
Differently interesting; charm-free
Terminally inconvenienced
Morally different; ethically disoriented
Sobriety-deprived
His n herpes
Member of a career-offender cartel
Processed/scorched animal carcasses
Previously recounted humorous narrative
Unaffiliated applicant for private-sector funding
Nontraditional shopper
Person of snow
Melanin-impoverished

